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Using IoT Asset Tracking Technologies for Personal
Safety Applications and Social Distancing

Introduction

In the past ten years, real-time social pairing smartphone applications like dating apps have
brought on the arrival of smart social relationship management. They were created to allow
people with similar “profiles” to meet together in a private, voluntary way. Amazingly, similar
technologies today are being used to help to prevent individuals from getting too close to each
other during the COVID−19 pandemic. While a few years ago, we didn’t recognize the misuse
of personal data privacy by social networks as an issue, it is now a concern because of the
potential transmission of health information through public infrastructure. More concern about
genuine tracking of individual movement and activity is rising for many people all over the world.
Similarly, smart geofencing devices proposed in applications enabling better worker safety have
got low adoption in western economies.

Even with the massive roll−out of vaccines or preventive therapy, social or physical distancing
is viewed as an important way to keep the outbreak under control in most countries worldwide.
This has become increasingly important as the introduction of new viral variants have
underlined exactly how unpredictable the situation can be.

There are several straightforward ways to help manage physical distancing, including ground
marking or manually counting the number of people entering and exiting an enclosed space
(e.g., sports stadiums, museums, restaurants). However, since existing methods are
cumbersome and time−consuming, there is a need to help automate physical distancing
management, one option is to develop a convenient, lightweight device that provides real−time
hazard warnings to device wearers when they are too close to another person. This type of
device can be used in other areas as well, such as worker safety within Industry 4.0.

Considering the trends listed above, it would make sense to bring a people management
solution to market that encompasses:
• Energy efficient technologies including a widely−used, reliable wireless protocol such as

Bluetooth® Low Energy
• Peer−to−peer based device identification, and
• The ability to take immediate warning action when informed that two devices are too close

to or too far from each other.

In order to make the device a reality, there are several technical requirements. First and most
importantly, the device must be secure since it would contain personal data that would be sent
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to a mobile app. Since the device is body−worn, it would also have to be light weight, battery
powered, and cost−effective to manufacture.

In this paper, we demonstrate how the combination of a Bluetooth® Low Energy technology
enabled radio, and various localization technologies ( RSSI or RTLS based measurements) ,
and smart algorithms bring a cost−effective, secure and long−lasting solution for people
management. An extremely low power Bluetooth Low Energy System−on−Chip like the RSL10
is mandatory to the success of this implementation.

The Bluetooth Low Energy wireless protocol is now a popular choice for asset management,
representing 50% of B2B applications. Bluetooth Low Energy offers a built−in ecosystem that
balances low power consumption, connectivity range, asset characterization, and security while
providing several enhanced features including localization, security, and flexible
implementation (peer−to−peer, edge−to−smartphone, edge−to−Gateway, etc.).

There are several available Bluetooth Low Energy based systems for localization and
distance measurement.

Social Distancing using Mobile Apps

Smartphone−based Systems

The target implementation of this solution is a wearable and can be satisfying for  indoor and
outdoor situations. It is symmetrical implementation because it requires the same application
to run on both sides. It requires a mobile application running on a smartphone. Smartphones
are ubiquitous, and several developers have already released mobile apps for contact tracing,
like Stopcovid in France.

Figure 1. StopCovid France Mobile App

Although there have been concerns about user data protection, the StopCovid app was
downloaded over 1.8 million times by the end of June 2020, 2.6 M users end of October 2020.
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To put this into perspective, the total number of mobile subscribers in France is 108 million for
a total population of 67.4 inhabitants.

Roll−out Concerns

Contact tracing app acceptance has varied significantly in different regions. Let’s compare
Germany, the United Kingdom and France.

In France, of the 2.6 million regular users (roughly 3.8% of population ), only 472 proximity
contacts have been registered, and 18 cases of risk have been notified as of June 23, 2020. The
application’s maintenance cost is estimated to cost the French government between 100,000
to 200,000 Euros per month. By the end of November 2020, the number of download had
reached 10 million.

Similar contact tracing apps implemented in Germany and the UK have recorded much higher
adoption rates, with approximately 20 million users. This is roughly 24.1% of the population in
Germany and 30% in the U.K.

A major issue with global roll−out is that none of these country−specific applications are
compatible with one another. It would be a significant improvement for wider coordination and
standardization at the hardware, application and cloud data management levels.

COVID−19 Proximity Situations

Within the context of COVID−19, a proximity situation is defined as 15 minutes of close contact
at less than 1 meter. This definition is transverse to any technology used for tracking, and may
vary over time based on scientific information.

Implementation

In the case of smartphone mobile app, there are two primary methods of implementaion:
cloud−based and using peer−to−peer detection.

Cloud−Based

In cloud−based implementations, the phone sends geo−localization history and historical
application meet−up history to a server in an encrypted format. When someone is recognized
to be COVID−19 positive, a notification is pushed to any individuals who have been within close
proximity without mentioning who the person is.

In the case of cloud based technology, the system records the other MAC addresses scanned
by the mobile phone and pushes them in an anonymous way to the cloud. The cloud application
then makes a “post−exposure risk notification”.

There is no real−time distance or exposure warning. Once the observation is made and
pushed to the cloud, a cloud algorithm takes the data and processes them (Artificial Intelligence
(AI)). This information is correlated with individuals in the infection tracking database, and
feedback is provided to the user.
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Peer−to−Peer

The second option for a solely smartphone−based implementation is to use peer-to-peer
distance detection, from mobile device to mobile device.

Most smartphones today are capable of detecting nearby accessories (e.g, speaker),and
create haptic feedback while displaying the accessory and suggested actions. This is often
based upon a combination of Bluetooth Low Energy and ultra-wide-band technologies. It
requires some continuous scanning and consumes a great deal of energy. The smartphone
autonomy is also severely reduced while in peer-to-peer scanning mode.

Conclusion

For the reasons noted above− that peer-to-peer is a high-end and energy costly technology
and because a cloud-based approach is not a real−time management system, we will not
develop further the implementation of such technology, but rather discuss tag based
implementations.

Social Distancing based upon Dedicated TAGs

One can consider that a tag dedicated for a single purpose like storing real-time social
distancing information is a good choice as it can be worn only when the situation requires. This
reduces the impact on smartphone battery life.

Case One: RSSI over Bluetooth Low Energy Advertising

Capabilities and Limitations of RSSI−Based Systems

In an ideal RF environment, an “open field”, the transmission of radio energy flux vanishes with
distance with a power of inverse square law (flux over a constant area of a growing sphere).
However, in real−world scenarios, conditions are never ideal and the Radio Signal Strength
Indication (RSSI) varies with a number of factors , on top of simply the distance. Various
empirical constants can be added or removed to correct the model, compensating for factors
affecting radio performance including:

*Radio multipath and padding, which have long been identified as problem causers in
900 MHz and 2.4 GHz transmissions
*Radio sensitivity changes associated with packaging and wearable conditions.
* Antenna gain, casing, etc.
Because of these variables, the usual equation for determining RSSI distance (RSSI =

f (Distance) and Distance = g(RSSI)) is not entirely accurate. A more complex model has been
suggested in the past (Source 1), taking them into account:

RSSI = −10 n log d + A
(d = distance; A = Tx power; n = signal propagation constant; RSSI = dBm)

http://www.onsemi.com/
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A common mistake is to simply consider the formula by entering the actual Tx power and
adapting the formula constant “n”. In contrast, best practice is to use the formula as relative to
a reference point, bringing some empirical validation into the development process.

Similarly, in free space n = 2, but it will vary based on local geometry. For example, a wall will
reduce RSSI by about 3 dBm and will affect n accordingly.

Figure 2. RSSI Path Loss Exponent for Different Environments (Source:
Evaluation of the Reliability of RSSI for Indoor Localization)

It appears that experiments underline the variable nature of Radio Signal Strength.
Additionally, the logarithmic nature of the formula shows that distance estimation at distances
of less than 5 meters produces a significant change of RSSI value; hence, errors of computation
and distance estimation become potentially critical.

Figure 3. The Establishment of the Reference Curve (Source: Evaluation of
the Reliability of RSSI for Indoor Localization)

Need for Experimental Confirmation

From the above observations, we considered that an experimental validation with hardware
characterization is required before starting to compute distances.

http://www.onsemi.com/
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Additional computation based upon statistics over measurement is required to get to the
necessary accuracy (Source 1). On page 9, we will further elaborate as to why the
microcontroller must provide adequate processing power with minimal power consumption. 

Implementing a System for Real−Time Hazard Alerts based upon RSSI

In a peer−to−peer edge−based system, the devices continuously monitor their distance and
warn users in real time when the peer device is too close. This system is an active Real−Time
Monitoring System (RTMS). It is entirely edge−based (unlike the previous smartphone
application example) as there is no interaction with the cloud to make it work. It is solely
preventive.

Figure 4. Edge−based Peer−to−Peer System (Source: BLINQY, Tatwah)

This type of system can be considered for social distancing because of its ability to send alerts
in real time, but must also use devices that are small, lightweight, and reusable.

It guarantees personal data integrity and confidentiality but, if local regulations allows, one
option is to enable individual users to decide whether to upload personal contact information
to the cloud and permit post−exposure tracing.

This system is an example of a non−connected mode system as there is no active interaction
between two devices. Each device is “listening” to its surroundings, and determines whether a
peer is too close.

Defining Peer−to−Peer Interaction

For ideal performance, each wearable device must implement interleaved advertising and
scanning.

In the detection state, the beacon cycles between two modes: broadcasting and scanning.
1. In broadcasting mode, the beacon performs undirected and non−connectable advertising
(Tx). The frame content is defined as a broadcast format. The broadcasting period is randomly
defined. Randomization minimizes the probability of having synchronized broadcasting and
scanning periods between tags in a close area.

http://www.onsemi.com/
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2. In scanning mode, the device scans (Rx) on channels 37 (2402 MHz), 38 (2426 MHz), and
39 (2480 MHz), respectively, and in that order during a scanning window for each channel. The
scanning period is randomly defined.

Figure 5. Randomized Scanning Advertising

One of the peer devices sends its unique ID in the form of a non−connectable advertising
message. Other peer devices are all listening (scanning) to the surroundings and detect if the
proximity is subject to an alarm or not.

The threshold for sending an alarm is programmable, and the range can be specified from a
simple warning to a critical alert. Users can stop the alarm buzzing sound for their convenience.

Figure 6. Peer−to−Peer Interaction Range (Source: BLINQY, Tatwah)

Unique MAC addresses are exchanged during the alarm windows so that further services can
be proposed. The ratio of sending the unique ID and scanning the environment is of critical
importance for optimizing battery life.

Balancing Receiving (Rx) and Transmitting (Tx) Powers

A social distancing tag must be designed so that it it is optimized for energy consumption and
is able to detect effectificently. A tag will alternatively transmit its identity and receive information
about the surrounding identity, while computing distance. Both Rx and Tx are alternated,
interleaved with a ratio that is to be further analyzed because the energy budget of each phase
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is very different. We will review why in this paragraph. Let’s assume that in one second, we do
the following:

Figure 7. Transmitting and Receiving Powers

1−20 Rx scanning slots of 24 ms each (over 3 Bluetooth Low Energy advertising channels:
about 7 x 24 ms =168 ms scanning per each channel). In this scenario, the probability of finding
a unique Tx beacon in 1 second is 16.8% or 100% after 6 seconds. Each scanning action costs
205 �J, and the Rx energy budget is 41,000 �J for 10 seconds

2−3 x 7 Tx slots of 1 ms (times 3 channels: 7 times 1 ms )
Each Tx action cost 7 �J per channel.
i.e., the Tx energy budget is 1,470 �J for 10 seconds

In this scenario, the probability to find one out of 7 Tx Beacons over 1 second is 100% and
the ratio of Rx time / Tx Time is 24.

Optimizing Power Consumption and Energy Budgets

Although the reaction time of the implementation is fast (1 second), the weight of the Rx phase
in the total energy budget versus the Tx phase is hugely unbalanced. Because we are working
from a CR2032 battery, we have to optimize this without losing detection performance. To do
so, we reduce the Rx duration by a factor of two or three while increasing the number of Tx by
the same factor. This equation provides much better results.

Figure 8. Power Consumption and Energy Budgets

µJ spent

over 10 sec
20 RX + 21 TX  10 RX + 42 TX 8 Rx + 50 TX 6-7 Rx + 63 TX

RX Energy 43200 21600 17280 14400
TX Energy 2898 5796 6900 8694

Total 46098 27396 24180 23094
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While the advertising interval is minimal (20 ms), we should consider that only 50 Tx can be
completed in one second. Hence, we will scan eight times for 24 ms. The total energy spent per
second is approximately 24,200 �J.

Impact of Receiving Performance

With traditional advertising beacons (non−connectable mode), developers focus their
attention to optimize the energy spent during transmission.

With peer−to−peer sensing beacons, however, the receiving energy consumption represents
60 to 90% of the total energy budget. As shown in Figure 9 below, due to constraints with
Bluetooth Low Energy standards, the maximum number of Tx advertising per second is 50,
resulting in a minimum of 8 Rx slots.

Figure 9. Rx versus Tx Energy Consumption during Advertising/Scanning

Because of these factors, it is imperative to provide a Bluetooth Low Energy radio with optimal
power consumption while receiving and transmitting wireless data.

The Mission Profile for 24h and The Role of the Smart Sensor

While optimizing the power consumption of the Bluetooth Low Energy radio used in the device
greatly improves its overall energy budget, implementing a smart movement detector can help
further improve power when not in use.

First, one must consider the mission profile of the device, or how it will be used for a 24 hour
period. We calculate this based on an average person’s activity− assuming an average
workweek of 40 hours (8 active hours per 5 days, and 16 rest hours. This is also based on the
device being powered off of a miniature 210 mAh CR2032 battery.
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Figure 10. A Typical Mission Profile for Social Distancing Device 
(Courtesy of BLINQY, Tatwah)

RSL10 Computing Efficiency

While Rx and Tx performance has a significant impact on power consumption, it is essential
to consider that computing distance, managing real−time device behavior and creating
a simple, efficient MMI, also impacts energy performance.

The RSL10 radio’s computing capability is based upon various combined assets:
• Arm® Cortex®−M3 core
• Ultra−low−power 32 bit DSP
• Ultra−low−power memory architecture
• Ultra−low−power core implementation

These combined provide unbeaten performance as far as mA per MHz is concerned.

Social Distancing Based Upon RTLS / AoA Technology

Defining RTLS / AoA

AoA, or Angle of Arrival, is the technology of computing an angle where a devices makes in
comparison to a reference plane. A typical implementation of AoA is made of a localization-fixed
infrastrastructure that is installed with a predefined reference direction.

Localization can be accomplished by combining intersection of multiple planes, using AoA
principles. Additionally, a Real Time Localization System can be created using specific
communication channels.
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Figure 11. Localization with AoD or AoA

Available Technologies

Bluetooth Low Energy (Bluetooth 5.1)

The Bluetooth 5.1 standard introduced additional direction finding support for Bluetooth Low
Energy. The standard describes how to use Bluetooth Low Energy advertising frames sent by
a moving object to the fixed infrastructure so that it can compute and angle with the reference
plane (direction finding).

The evolution is used with an application in mind, meaning the content and definition of the
advertising frames, the timing and roles of the system are specified taking into account the
application goal.

Figure 12. AoA Principle (Source: Bluetooth, SIG)

The fact that is that Bluetooth 5.1 is a public standard gives developers some guidance of
implementation, however, the complete system architecture− including the way localization is
computer and real−time constraints− is not entirely defined. Additionally, there are no
commercially available implementations based on Bluetooth 5.1 yet.
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Quuppa Intelligent Locating System�

As an alternative to BLE5.1, the Quuppa Intelligent Locating System uses a Bluetooth Low
Energy 2.4 GHz band radio front end  and some principles of Bluetooth Low Energy
communication. However, there are also significant technology add−ons which make the
technology even more efficient.

Figure 13.  2.4 GHz ISM Band

There are several variants of Quuppa technology implementations, but the one we are talking
today is the Quuppa Tag Emulation Pro. The technology includes:

*1 MHz channel shift vs Bluetooth Low Energy for better immunity to traffic congestion.
*Optimized advertising structure for better realtime performances.
*Single−channel transmission for optimizing power consumption.
*Complete installer’s environment for easy installation and system roll out.
Combined, these features lead to extremely low energy consumption, and contribute to it

being an excellent choice for a tag−based contact tracing solution.

Real−Time Location Systems for Indoor Use

RTLS AoA systems are asymmetrical in the sense that the Bluetooth beacon has much less
computing requirement and  resources than the fixed, opposite systems. The peripheral role is
light, and the central role is heavy with complex multiple antenna hardware architectures. The
central role often complements with signal processing and low−level time of flight, phase
difference parametric computations, as in a Quuppa−based implementation. The accuracy of
localization can be as good as 10 cm in indoor situations.

http://www.onsemi.com/
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Low Power Real−Time Indoor Positioning Solution

Figure 14. RSL10 Quuppa AoA RTLS Tag CMSIS Pack

Together with Quuppa, onsemi has released a software solution based on the RSL10 radio
for indoor asset tracking that uses a combination of Bluetooth Low Energy technology and the
Intelligent Locating System from Quuppa. The solution is offered as part of onsemi’s complete,
end−to−end development ecosystem for asset management, which also includes Tatwah sa,
a tag manufacturer.

The RSL10 from onsemi supports a fixed RTLS architecture on the tag side. The distance
is computed in the cloud, and then an algorithm pushes back near real−time information to the
tag with an alarm notification like flashing LEDs or haptic feedback. This feature is implemented
in a so called “Back Channel” message, from the fixed infrastructure to the tag.

Figure 15. Indoor Positioning System (Source: Quuppa)

A significant benefit of the RSL10 is its industry−leading power consumption. We have
analyzed the performance of various available Bluetooth Low Energy components when used
under the same operating conditions. We can see that the RSL10 outperforms the main
competitors, without compromising on the integration level.

http://www.onsemi.com/
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Figure 16. Energy Consumption Comparison across Bluetooth Low Energy
Radios

Social Distancing Wristbands

For a complete end−to−end solution, Tatwah sa provides a hardware platform with a variety
of packaging options to allow manufacturers to easily develop an asset tracking or social
distancing management tag.

With over 25 years of experience developing RFID and contactless technologies, Tatwah Sa
has created a new IP68/65 class wearable device for social distancing based on the RSL10
radio. These new devices offer a sound alarm when users are within a 1.5 meter distance, and
include privacy features to protect user data. These wristbands can be customized with
additional features such as colors or bar/QR codes.

Figure 17. SD−WB−100 and SW−WB−400 Wristbands from Tatwah 
(Source: Tatwah)

http://www.onsemi.com/
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have concluded that using an ultra−low−power Bluetooth radio like the
RSL10 from onsemi together with smart algorithms for distance estimation, are enabling  social
distancing either based upon RSSI for indoor or outdoor environments, or Real time
Localization Systems for indoor environments. Thanks to both technologies, it can also be
accomplished while preserving personal data privacy and battery life. With a single CR2032
battery, the lifetime of the product can range from few months, to several years depending on
the technology that is chosen which is reasonable for consumer and B2B applications.

This type of device will not only be beneficial for tracking social distancing, but also for worker
safety or geofencing requirements.
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